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Abstract. A modification of the series resonant converter
topology is presented which extends converter operation from
no-load to full-lload. This result is accomplished by adding two
switches at the secondasy-side bridge rectifier, thus improving
output voltage control. The resonant inverter can be operated
either at constant switching frequency, even for the half-bridge
topology, or at variable switching frequency. With constant
switching frequency, the output voltage is regulated by
controlling the :switches of the rectifier stage.

Soft-switching commutations of all switches are
maintained in any operating condition, thus optimizing overall
eftlciency.

The secondary-side control of the output voltage adds
another interesting feature to the basic converter, i.e. the step-
up and step-down regulation capability which allows the use of
this topology in high power factor rectification, too.

Simulated and experimental results confirm proper
converter operation in the range from no-load to full-load,

I. INTRODUCTION

Series resonant converters, operated above the
resonant frequeney, show many advantages: inherent short
circuit protection, zero-voltage commutations, limited
harmonics in the resonant current, maximum power transfer
at minimum switching frequeney, transformer leakage
inductance included in the resonant link, etc. Their main
limitation is that for reduced load current, they lose the soft
commutation advantage and the output voltage cannot be
controlled anymore. Moreover, converter tr,ansfer function
strongly depends on the load value.

The paper presents a modification of the basic
converter topology which allows the extension of the
converter operation down to no-load condition, while
maintaining all the good characteristics of the basic
topology. Moreover some additional features are obtained:
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the output voltage can be increased above the intrinsic limit
(step-up capability); the switching frequency can be kept
constant also fc~rthe half bridge topology, or, alternatively, a
limited variaticm of the switching frequency can be used to
maintain the energy stored in the resonant link at constant
level. This allows very fast response to load step variations
and ensures zero-voltage commutations even at no-load.

The pralposed topology, which is presented in the
half-bridge configuration, is well suited for line-rectified
applications allowing use of standard 600V components and
switch drivers. Moreover, the step-up operating mode can be
profitably exploited in single phase insulated PFC
applications, where rectified voltage assumes lower values
than the output one.

An experimental prototype, rated for 600W output
power, is currently under test.

II. Cmcurr CONFIGURATIONANDBASICOPERATION

Fig. 1 shows the circuit configuration of the proposed
topology of series resonant converter. The circuit includes dc
power supply (E), half-bridge primary-side converter
(inverter), resonant path (L, C), isolation transformer,
secondary-side converter (rectifier), output capacitive filter
(Co) and load resistor (RL). Snubber capacitors (CJ are
represented too.

As switch current reversal is required, all converter
switches must have freewheeling diodes. In the scheme of
Fig. 1, IGBT switches have external freewheeling diodes,
while Mosfet switches utilize intrinsic body diode.

The converter is operated above the resonant
frequen~, which means that switches are turned-off while
carrying currelnt.Zero voltage turn-off commutations are
ensured by means of capacitive snubbers which are charged
by the resonant link current. Moreover, evew switch is
turned on when the corresponding freewheeling diode is
conducting, ensuring zero voltage and zero current turn-on.
However, 10SSICSScommutations are achieved only providing
that the resonant current, during commutation, is high
enough to completely discharge the snubber capacitors Cw

The primary-side converter has the usual half-bridge
topology. In pIarticukm, the two switches are operated at
square wave with suitable dead time between the two driving
commands. The corresponding inverter output voltage US,
which is applied to the resonant circuit, is shown in Fig.2
together with the converter main waveforms. Due to
operation slightly above resonant frequency, the resulting
resonant current i is lagging the inverter output voltage and
is almost sinusoidal. Its amplitude can be controlled by
varying the switching frequen~, the higher the switching
frequency, the lower the resonant current and the converter
output power are.

The secondmy-side converter is the rectitler stage.
Here, two additional switches are connected in place of the
lower side diodes of the usual full-wave rectifier, allowing
control of the current delivered to the load. While these hvo
switches are kept off, the Mosfet body diodes ensure the
rec@ing action, and maximum power transfer takes place.
In this situation, the converter behaves as a standard series
resonant converter. Instead, when the two switches are
turned on, the transformer secondary winding is short
circuited, and the rectified current, injected in the output
filter, becomes zero. By properly modulating these switches,
rectified current can be controlled, allowing converter
operation down to no-load when the two rectiler switches
are kept always closed. In this case, the resonant link current
tends to increase but it can be controlled by increasing the
inverter switching frequency thus regulating the energy
stored in the resonant path.

The operation of the rectitier switches can be better
understood by looking at the waveforms shown in Fig.2. The
two switches of the rectifier stage are operated alternatively:
during the positive half-cycle of the resonant current the
body diode of S4 is conducting, thus S4 can be turned on at
zero voltage and zero current. The switch is then kept closed
for an additional time 8T, after current reversal, thus causing
a short circuit of the transformer secondary winding with
consequent zeroing of voltage u’. During the resonant
current negative half-cycle, rectitler operation remains the
same except that now switch S3 is involved. The rectifer
controller regulates the intend ?5T,so as to maintain the
output voltage at a given level. This way the inverter and the
rectifier controllers do not require synchronization signals
(which call for isolation) between them, as the secondary
side controller can take the synchronization directly on the
secondary side voltage. Thus, two independent controllers
can be used.

Conventional series resonant converters have an
intrinsic limitation on the output voltage, i.e. the average of
the rectiiled voltage on the transformer primary side cannot
exceed the dc link voltage (E/2 in the half-bridge topology).
In the proposed converter, instead, due to the rectifier
switches modulation, this limit can be overcome by
increasing the duty cycle, and greater output voltages can be
achieved (as explained in the next paragraph). This feature
can be usefidly utilized in single phase PFCS, where the
input (rect.ifkd) voltage varies from zero to the maximum of
the line voltage.
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Fig.2 - Conveker main waveforms. From top to bottom inverter output voltage
us resonant current i, rectit%r voltage u’ with its fimdamental component UI’

and rectifrer switches duty-cycle ST,

III. CONVERTERBMIC EQUATIONS

The converter basic operation can be easily described
in the hypothesis of a switching frequeney close to the
resonant fiequeney and negligible converter losses.
Moreover, witlhoutloss of generality, we assume a unity
transformer turns ratio. With these assumptions, the
resulting resonant link current is practically sinusoidal, and
the power transferred to the load is related to the
fimdamental component of the rectifier stage input voltage
U1’, shown dashed in Fig.3 together with other converter
waveforms. This voltage component results to be lagging
respect to the resonant current by an angle a, shown also in
Fig.3, which is simply related to the rectitier switches
duty-cycle 5 by the following formula:

~=~.z
2

(1)

Voltage U1’ can be determined from the three-level
waveform of the rectifier input voltage u’, and its amplitude

O is given by:

(2)

The load dc current l., must equals the average component
of the rectified current i, shown also in Fig.3, i.e.

= i.(l+cos(w)10 ~ (3)

where ~ is the rectifier current peak value.
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Fig.3 - Convertm main waveforms. From top to bottom: resonant current i,

rectii%r voltage u’ with ita timdamental component UI’ and rectifier current i,

Neglecting the harmonics of the resonant current,
only the fimdamental one will be considered. In this way, the
rectifier stage can be substituted by an equivalent ac load
made by a resistance, which takes into account the overall
power transferred to the dc load, in parallel with a capacitor
which accounts for the displacement a between rectifier
input voltage fundamental component and current.

From (2) and (3), the equivalent resistance is given by

the ratio of rectifier input ac voltage ~ and the in-phase

term of the ac current i :

Req =
o

()

2 rs.n

{)

i5.7c ‘:.cos ~ “RL
(4)

i.co —
2

Similarly, the equivalent capacitor has an impedance
which is given by:

Let us assume, for a simpl~led analisys, a small
values for 8, (3 < 0.3). In this case, the equivalent capacitor
impedance results much higher than the resistance I& and
can be neglected. Thus, the quality factor of the resonant
circuit can be expressed in terms of I& and results:

Q=~= ‘0
eq ()2 tin

Cos —
2

Where Q. is the quality factor obtained when 5 = O:

(6)

Q.. i/LIC (7)

~.RL
7t2
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which equals the usual expression of the quality factor of a
series resonant converter.

At the resonant frequency, the resonant link
impedance zeroes and the fundamental component of
inverter output voltage, which is given by:

(8)

equals that at the input of the rectifier stage (2) which
reaches its maximum value. From (2) and (8), the value of
the output dc voltage results:

E12Ufj(a)= ~ ~

(“)Cos —
2

(9)

The abcwe equation shows the step-up effect which
can be obtained by varying the duty-cycle 5 of the rectifier
switches. So, the intrinsic output voltage limitation of the
classic series resonant converter can be overcome for a
proper design of the converter. This interesting feature is
actually investigated in the converter application as insuIated
PFC.

For greater values of 8, the above equation becomes
less acucurate and converter behaviour and design can be
profitable exploited by analyzing the converter performance
in the state plain. Resonant circuit equations can be written
as:

duc i—=.
dt C

[1duceq 1 . Uceq
—= ——

dt C 1- R,q

di Us –UC– UCea

(lo)

dt L

which are more conveniently expressed in adimentional form
by choosing proper base coefficients:

u~=E/2 base voltage

IB=U~/Zo base current

S=coo, .t base time

i
F20= ~ characteristic impedance

rCOO=l* angular resonant frequency

With these assumptions, converter equations become:

001

L-1 -1 0

(11)

where subscript N means normalized terms.
Capacitance ratio in (11) can be rewitten in terms of

independent variables in the form:

c ~ ~ COS3(:)
—.— —
c.q (i)O Q.

sin (~)

(12)

where cois the angular switching frequency.
From (11) it is possible to obtain the normalized

output dc voltage versus normalized angular switching
frequency for different values of duty cycle 8 and constant
load resistor RLas reported in Fig.4. It is possible to note the
increase of the quality factor when 8 increases and the small
change in the resonant frequency due to the effect of the
equivalent capacitor C,~ neglected in the simplified analisys.
As an example, with 5 = 0.7, the value of quality factor Q
increases about five times, while the resonance frequency
moves no more than 5°/0.

Fig.5 reports the normalized output dc voltage versus
rectifier switches duty cycle 5 at a given switching
fkquency. The curves drawn for high normalized frequency
show an initial increasing behaviour with 5 and, for higher
value of 8, the slope reverses. This fact, which is more
evident at higher switching frequency than at lower one, is
due to the quick increment of the quality factor with 8 which
reduces the converter gain at high frequency.
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Fig.4 - Normalized output voltage UON= a fimtion of no~alized swi~himg
frequency FSN,for dfierent values of rectifier switches duty-cycle 5
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Fig.5 - Normalized output voltage UONas a fimetion of rectitier switches duty-
cycle & for dtierent values of normalized switching frequency Fm

IV. SIMULATEDANDEXPERIMENTALRESULTS

Converter behaviour was firstty investigated by
simulation in order to well understand its features. After this
an experimental prototype was built with the aim to test its
performances. The converter has been designed according to
the following specifications:

DC output voltage= 48V
DC output current= 12A
DC input vohage = 300V
Resonant frequency = 47.4kHz

Moreover the fbllowing parameters has been chosen:
Resonant inductor = 240p.H
Resonant capacitor = 47nF
Inverter snubber capacitors= 2.7uF
Rectiler snubber capacitors= 4,7nF

In the inverter stage two IGBTs have been selected,
while for the rectifier MOSFET switches are adopted which
allow rectifier IIosses reduction if kept closed when MOSFET
body diode conduct reverse current.

Fig.6 shows inverter main waveforms at steady state.
The inverter is operated at 56kHz square wave. Resonant
link current is quite sinusoidal as the converter operates
small above the resonant fkequency. Rectifier input voltage is
kept to zero, after the current reversing, giving a duty-cycle 8
regulated to 18’XO.More detailed switching behaviour are
shown in Fig.7, where previous waveforms are expanded and
the effect of rectitler and inverter snubbers is more evident.

Fig.8 shows inverter main waveforms at steady state
when operated in step-up mode. The duty-cycle 5 is
regulated ad 36°/0and the output rectiled voltage becomes
1570greater than the inverter supply voltage.

Fig.9 shows the rectifier input vokage and the
resonant current together with the rectiiler switches

commands. These signals di.tYerfrom that of Fig.2 because
both switches are closed also when corresponding diode is
conducting, in order to reduce conduction losses, and then
kept in the on state with positive current for about 3ys,
(5= 36%).
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Fig.6 - Converter main waveforms in step-down operating mode inverter
output voltage u, [50 V/div], rectitier input voltage u’ [50 V/div], resonant

link current i [2.5 A/div], FS = 561cHz 5 = 18%.

Fig.7- Switchingbehaviour of converter wavefomns: inverter output voltage
US[50V/div], rectitier input voltage u’ [50V/div], resonant link current i

[2.5 A/div], FS = 56kHz 6 = 18V0.
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Fig.8 - Converter main waveforms in the step-up operating mode: inverter
output voltage u,, [50V/div], rectitkr input voltage u’ [5OV/div], resonant

link current i [2.5 Aktiv], FS = 53.6kHa 8 = 36!%0.
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Fig.9 - Converter main waveforrmz reetitkr input voltage u’ [50V/div],
resonant Iii current i [2.5 AMiv], reetitk switch commands. % and S4

[lOV/div], FS = 56kHz 6 = 34%.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A series resonant converters topology is presented
which employes two additional switches in the rectifier
stage. This modification of the classic converter topology

allows output voltagecontrol down to no load condition and
boost operation while maintaining soft switching in any
operatingcondition.

Several kinds of control are allowed depending on
optimizationgoal.

An experimentalprototypeof a half-bridgeconverter
rated for 48V, 600W output power has been tested
demonstrating the theoreticalconverter capability.
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